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Photography
1) Visit the website Phlearn - Watch the following 3 videos that explain the 3 main functions of a
camera and make notes:
https://phlearn.com/tutorial/aperture-star-wars-legos/
https://phlearn.com/tutorial/shutter-speed-star-wars-lego/
https://phlearn.com/tutorial/iso-star-wars-legos/
2) Watch these 6 Art History Films from Heni Talks. (www.henitalks.com).
Our very own Zach Taylor in Y13 delivers one of them on his favourite artist, Rembrandt.
Each video lasts about 10 minutes each.
A). What is Land Art - by Ben Tufnell
8). What is Brutalism - by Professor Richard J Williams
C). What is abstract Expressionism - by Eleanor Nairne
D). What is: Pre-Raphaelite? By Carol Jacobi
E). Rembrandt: Facing the Darkness by Zach Taylor Abbey Grange
F). Dazzled! How a British artist transformed the seas of WW1 - by Dr James Fox
TASK - Create a short 3/5 minute video explaining what you have learned watching these videos.
This could be a summary of all six or a more in depth evaluation of one or two, you decide. We will
ask you to upload these on your return to school.
3) ARTiculation - Create a 3 minute film articulating your passion for any chosen Renaissance or
Baroque artwork. The emphasis here is on you selling your enthusiasm for the work of art.
Things to include in your presentation:
A). Factual information - Who, when, what materials, what period in history/art history etc.
8). Context - what was happening in the world when the artwork was made
C). Passion - why choose this artwork above all others.
4) Create a 6 slide Powerpoint/Keynote presentation. Each slide will showcase a range of artworks
from the 6 continents: Europe, North America, South America, Asia, Australasia, Africa (Notice I
have left off Antartica!).
Success criteria - A variety of different art styles from different periods in history.
Minimum of 8 artists per slide.
5) Photography task - Take a series of 30 photos on your smart phone or iPad based on the theme
"My Lockdown11 • Be as imaginative as you can be.
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Physical Education -A Level PE
Task 1: Skill Acquisition: Skill classification

1. Research and make notes on the following (include examples):
• Characteristics of skill -ACE FACE
• Skill continua
• Open -Closed
• Discrete -Serial -Continuous
• Gross - Fine
• Self paced -Externally paced
• High - Low
• Simple -Complex
2. Answer the exam questions on Skill Classification: Skill Classification summer task exam
questions (See Resources Section)
3. Make a mind map on the following (include examples):
• Transfer of learning
• Positive transfer
• Negative transfer
• Zero transfer
• Bilateral transfer
4. Answer the exam questions on transfer of learning: Transfer of learning summer task
exam questions
5. Research and fill in the missing information on the table: Type of presentation (See
Resources Section).
Task 2- Exercise Physiology

3.1.4.2 Preparation and training methods in relation to maintaining physical activity and
performance.
Using the content of this topic and wider research design a training session for a group of A
Level students. You should consider and include:
• The aim of the session The warm up/cool down The method of training
• How will you ensure the group is working hard enough
• How would you apply the SPORT and FITT principles in future session How will you
determine if the programme has been successful
• Make sure you justify all decisions
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Task 3: Sport and Society and the Role of Technology in Physical Activity and Sport
Choose one recent development in technology and explain how it has benefitted the
performers I spectators / officials. For example, hawk eye, dri-fit clothing, full bodysuits
in swimming, adapted equipment for disabled athletes.

Resource Location:
Go to: Digital Resource Library - Post 16 - Transition Task Resources 2020 - Subjects Physical Education - A-Level PE
Resource List
1) Types of Presentation Table
2) Skill classification summer task Year 12 Exam questions
3) Transfer of learning summer task exam questions

QR Code

Foldr Link:
https://foldr.abbeygrangeacademy.co.uk/public/QON49
Password: Tasks2020

Physical Education - Level 3 Cambridge Technical
Extended Certificate in Sport & Physical Activity
Scenario - Scenario Sportasaurus Ltd.
Sportasaurus Ltd. is a privately owned sports company looking to develop the skills of
children and young people through sports or physical activity sessions and programmes. The
company focuses on providing high quality sports and physical activity sessions and
programmes to primary schools and leisure centres, with the emphasis on the personal
development of each individual taking part. The company is currently looking to expand its
provision across a greater range of sports and age groups. They are looking for talented
coaches and leaders to join the company and deliver fun, exciting and safe sports and physical
activity sessions to different people and organisations in the local area.
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Task P1: Describe the roles and responsibilities of sports coaches and activity leaders Your
task is to: Prepare a presentation for an interview at Sportasaurus Ltd. in which you will be
need to present about the roles and responsibilities of sports coaches and leaders. You
must describe each role and use sporting example to support your description. You mustn't
just name a sports coach, you must describe how they demonstrate that role or
responsibilities. Use different coaches from different sports.
Role of sports coaches and activity leaders
• role model
• motivator
• planner
• instructor
• mentor
• facilitator
• demonstrator
• adviser
• supporter fact
• finder
• counsellor
• organiser
You must pick S from the above list.

Responsibilities of sports coaches
and activity leaders
• sets agreed ground rules
• consistent
• ethical
• duty of care
• safeguard
• assess risk
• codes of conduct
• promote the rules and
regulations of the sport or
activity
You must describe all of the
above responsibilities

Task: P2: Describe how sports coaches and activity leaders support a healthy active lifestyle.
Include in your presentation information about how sports coaches and activity leaders
support a healthy active lifestyle.

Task: P3: Compare the different roles and responsibilities of those involved in teaching and
delivering sport .Write a report comparing how the role and respon-sibilities of sports
coaches, sports/ activity leaders and PE teacher differ in teach-ing and delivering sport.
Title: P3: Compare the different roles and responsibilities of those involved in teaching and
delivering sport
Content to include:
• sports coach (e.g. focus more on performance and reaching the peak, are usually
focused on one sport, may work with a broad range of abilities from beginners to elite
performers, may use a range of analysis techniques to enhance performance).
• sports/activity leader (e.g. concerned with 'sport for all', about taking part and being
active rather than skill development, often across a range of activities, may not be
sports based)
• PE Teacher (e.g. focus on health and wellbeing, have to teach more than one sport, have
a broader social responsibility, within the constraints of the curriculum and school/
college policies)
• differences between coaches, coaching assistants and officials
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Physics
Congratulations on your choice of Physics as one of your A-level subjects- you've en
sured that you will have lots of options available to you for further study at university and
within the world of paid work! However, these opportunities will only come to frui- tion if
you put in the hard work and effort to go with your undoubted natural talent.
And right here is where you start paying- in sweat.
To help you bridge the gap between GCSE and A-level (the single biggest education- al
leap you will EVER make), complete these tasks;
1.
Research the Standard Model of particles. Produce a Powerpoint presentation with
no more than 5 slides to summarise.
2.
Use the simulation at http://virtualtrebuchet.com/ to investigate projectile motion.
Produce a detailed report of the effect of one variable on the range of the projectile. This
must include:
•
Aim of the investigation
•
Method, including details of control variables
•
Results table
•
Graph
•
Conclusion with appropriate supporting theory Complete the tasks below:
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Add the values below then write the answer to the appropriate number of significant figures.
The correct number of significant figures is the same as or one more than the lowest number
of those added together
Value 1

Value 2

Value 3

51.4
{3s_ f.)
7148
20.8

1.67(3

3.240

-3.2.. 54
18.72

12_8
0.851

1.46,93

10.1-8

-1.062

9.07

0.56

3.14

ill

26017

2.0S8

8,_ 15

0.002.
0.002

106
106

4,12.3
0.8

132.303
152
0.1142

4922388

86.310

(4s.f)

739762
a.is

_llotal

Value

J,QiaL to correct
siq tiqs
Oti . ..:5 or 00.d I l..:S
o:r4 §j)

53800
0.55
132000

We often need to use an equation Ina different format to the way it appears in a data book
or the way we have learned it, so it is important to be able to change the subject of a n
equation. Rearrange these equations so that the variable in bold is the subject:
[i]

Jf-11

T
IF= BILi

- = - +- Makefthe subject
\"

If

Identify all the SI unit prefixes eg k = kilo = x 10 3 • From 1 Q-9 to 10 9 in intervals of 10 3
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Resource Location:

Go to: Digital Resource Library - Post 16 - Transition Task Resources 2020 - Subjects Physics
Resource List
1) A-Level Rotocopters
2) Physics Practical Guidance

Foldr Link:

QR Code

https://foldr.abbeygrangeacademy.co.uk/public/QON49
Password: Tasks2020

Politics
To succeed in Politics you need to be able to analyse political information, research issues
and to keep up to date with current affairs.
Complete the two tasks below and bring on paper to class:
1)

Current affairs

As a Politics student, you need to keep up to date with news and current affairs. Each week
record at least one news article or report that has influenced UK Politics.

Date

News. source

06.09.19 BBC news
website

2)

Summary of news
What happened?
Why?

Impact on UK Politics

This has meant that...

Research skills

Your task is to investigate the three key questions below. There are a number of sub
questions to help focus your research. Produce notes in a format you prefer. For example,
you could create a table or a mind map.
Your research will be checked in September. There will be a quiz based on the research
questions.
Research questions:
1.
Who runs the country?
2.
How does Parliament work?
How is power shared between Westminster and the devolved administrations?
3.

40

Who runs the country?

1. Parties and candidates
• What are the key differences between the major political parties in the UK?
• How are candidates are selected to stand for a constituency?
2. Elections and voting systems
• What is democracy? What is the difference between representative democracy and
direct democracy? What are the strengths and weaknesses of each type?
• How does the Westminster-first-past-the-post system operate? Who can and cannot
vote in general elections and why? Should the vote be changed? What is the frequency
of general elections?
3. Forming and organising the work of government
• How is a government formed? What is the role of the monarch? What happens when
no single party can form a government and a coalition government is formed?
• How is government organised into departments and ministries? What are civil
servants?
How does Parliament work?

4. The Westminster Parliament
• What is the difference between the executive, legislature, judiciary and monarchy?
• What are the roles of the Houses of Commons and Lords? What is the relationship
between the House of Commons and the Lords? How does debate contribute to
shaping policy and laws?
• What are the roles of: the prime minister, cabinet and ministers, the opposition,
speaker, whips, front bench and backbench MPs and the ceremonial role of Black Rod?
What is the role of an MP in representing constituents' interests?
5. Making and shaping law
• How does a bill becomes law? What is debate in the House of Commons and the
House of Lords? How do committees scrutinise? What is royal assent?
6. The Constitution
• What is an uncodified constitution? How has the constitution changed recently
including as a result of devolution and membership of the EU?
• What is parliamentary sovereignty? Explain checks and balances, including the role of
judicial review. How does Parliament hold government to account through oversight
and scrutiny?
How is power shared between Westminster and the devolved administrations?

7. Government in constituent parts of the UK
• What are the powers of devolved bodies in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland?
• How are relations are changing between England, Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland, including views on devolution and independence.

Resource Location:

Go to: Digital Resource Library - Post 16 - Transition Task Resources 2020 - Subjects Politics
Resource List
1) Politics Summer Tasks

------------�· [!]

QR Code

Foldr Link:

https://foldr.abbeygrangeacademy.co.uk/public/QON49
Password: Tasks2020
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Psychology
Resource Location:

Go to: Digital Resource Library - Post 16 - Transition Task Resources 2020 - Subjects Psychology
Resource List
1) Psychology Year 11 Activities 2020

[!].
•

"'[!]

QR Code

Foldr Link:

https://foldr.abbeygrangeacademy.co.uk/public/QON49
Password: Tasks2020

Sociology
Resource Location:

Go to: Digital Resource Library - Post 16 - Transition Task Resources 2020 - Subjects Psychology
Resource List
1) Sociology Tasks 2020

[!].
•

QR Code

"'[!]

Foldr Link:

https://foldr.abbeygrangeacademy.co.uk/public/QON49
Password: Tasks2020
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Spanish
Studying a language at A Level will enhance your life opportunities and job prospects
moving forward. Languages also complement all other A Level courses and all fields of
leisure interests and career paths.
1.
Vocabulary- Learn the following key vocabulary linked to the theme of family for a
vocabulary test during the first week of Year 12. Spelling and gender of nouns will be
included.

(estar) harto/a - (to be) fed up
orgulloso -proud
el suegro / la suegra -father/mother-in-law
la agresividad - aggressiveness
la autoridad paternal -paternal authority
la baja paternal - paternity leave
la carrera -(university) degree
la edad del pavo - terrible teens
una familia desestructurada - a broken family
una familia unida - a close family
la infancia - infancy
una madrastra - stepmother
la paternidad - parenthood
los favoritismos - favouritism
el fracas - failure
los padres - parents
el comportamiento - behaviour
el hogar [familiar] (family) - home
un padrastro - stepfather
la sangre llama - blood is thicker than water
para colmo - to cap it all
acabar (+ adjective) - to end up (+ adjective)
apoyar - to support
castigar - to punish
comportarse - to behave
contestar mal - to answer back
criar una familia - to bring up a family
cuidar a los niiios - to look after the children
enriquecedor - enriching
equivocarse - to make mistakes
mentir - to lie
parir - to give birth
pelearse - to argue, fight
2.
Presentation - Prepare a presentation in Spanish about your family and produce a
PowerPoint or handout to go with it. You should aim to speak for between 2 and 3
minutes and you will be peer assessed on this in the first week of Year 12 lessons. You
could include details about personality, appearance, likes and dislikes and your
relationship. What activities do you enjoy doing together? Is there anything which
provokes arguments? Ensure that you use a range of opinions, justifications and tenses to
improve your work.
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3.
Grammar - Use the following website to practise your grammar, key verbs and
tenses; www.languagesonline.org.uk. Focus on the grammar section and review the
following areas;
Present tense Perfect tense Imperfect tense Future tense Conditional tense

Use the 'verb busters' section to check your progress and self-assess your understanding.
Grammar becomes even more important at A level. You should have covered these tenses
at GCSE but may not be confident using forms other than I. Any work you put into
improving your grammar will be a massively beneficial moving forwards.
Syllabus - Please download a copy of the A Level syllabus and read through it
carefully. This will help you understand the course content, exam structure and
assessment criteria. You can also access the summer 2018 exam papers from the same
place. I would encourage you to at least look at these. If you want to complete them, the
mark scheme is also provided for you to self-assess your work. There are also a range of
sample student responses with a commentary from the exam board highlighting strengths
and areas for improvement. This will give you a really good understanding of how the
assessment criteria is applied and expected performance.
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/as-and-a-level/spanish-7692

4.

5.

Further reading - 'Como agua para chocolate' by Laura Esquivel ISBN

6.

And finally - What about starting to listen to some Spanish radio or watching some

978-8466329088

Spanish films! The following are available as internet sites or apps for your smartphone or
ipad. Anything you read or listen to is relevant to developing your language skills.
www.listenlive.eu/spain.html
https://elpais.com/
Quizlet is of course another useful resource - simply search A level Spanish - see what you
can recognize from your GCSE work!
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